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We are Super Heroes
May 2021

• The children play super heroes,
discuss super powers and dream
of having powers. To capitalize on
their interest we embarked on a
project to create our own Super
Heroes. After reading many books
about super heroes. We began
brainstorming what makes a super
hero. They listed traits and
discussed. Then they set out to
design their cape. Once designed
they selected supplies and
created their masterpiece. The
final step was to tell their story.

Hameedah – Girl of Sunny Sa
A very lightening blue power, it makes it
nighttime.
Dark shimmering power – the stars go
into your hands. It is to beat the villans
and the villans don’t know.
The circle takes you back in time.
Then I am a genie in a bottle. I look
inside the bottle. I grant people wishes;
any type of wish you want, like wishes
for roses.
I will give you 3 wishes or any kind of
more wishes
The poms have all the power to make
the wishes come true. You just press
them
Blue button – find the power then press
the blue button. You can find a clue,
too. Any type you need to find the
answers

Anonymous – Captain Barnacle Ice Bear

The black button is an octo-alert so is the
big pink and the big blue. They help in
water or in licorice or in juice. The blue is for
water, the black is for licorice, and the pink
is for pink juice. My superpower is saving
under water creatures. How I move
underwater is from “gups” like “guppies
from Octonauts.” The button collection is all
together to make a BIG SUPER button that
does a whole power! That makes me swim
faster and get to creatures who fell in the
water or who need things that isn’t in the
water but like on the land. It makes me
move the whole octopod to land to get
what they need. The green is a switches
pods gups They are just little things that,
well, two little things that wobble around
but I haven’t decided what they do. They
just kind of make strange noises like, “Neat
not whomp whomp boop!” The little gold
shiny button – KNOW WHAT IT DOES?! More
parts come out when I press it! Like little
(hahahaha) something silly! A SNACK
SHOOTER! It shoots snacks right out into the
water to animals – like SHARKS! That’s one
way I save them by giving them snacks to

Anonymous - Shark Boy

I save people from prehistoric sharks like
Megaladon and Helocropion. I have two sections
of my cape. One is the “Midnight Zone” which is
the deep dark ocean. When I am on that side I
turn into a Green Lantern Shark. The other section
is the open ocean and I turn into a Great White
Shark – that’s me as a Great White Shark! There is
a moray eel, dolphin, and a fish and me as a
Great White Shark. The pom poms are bubbles.
When the bubbles come together they push up
the water from the ocean and help the ocean
get more water if it’s dry. If there’s dangerous fish
of the sea that are hunting other fish, I can turn
into an octopus and scare them away and save
the other fish. That’s me as an octopus hiding
behind the camouflage in the “Midnight Zone.” I
used the dark paper to make it very dark and
camouflage like the deep dark ocean in the
“Midnight Zone” where there are creepy scary
fish.

Anonymous

I don’t really have a name for my cape. I have
lightning powers. So these yellow fabric pieces tell a
story from a long time ago. The story is, a long time
ago, I was walking and lightning struck the ground
near me and then I got lightning powers. I started to
be a super hero! The sticks and the milk caps are my
symbol. The center yellow means lightning and the
box around the milk caps is a symbol that means
lava because it’s sort of lava colored. I have lava
power, too. The pieces that are so light also means I
have ice power – ice is spraying out! If people were
under attack in a building, I can flood the villains
with lava and tell all the people to go out of the
building. Now the good way to use my lava is to use
it to warm up my hot cocoa if it is not warm. My ice
for good is if it were supposed to be ice and there
wasn’t any, I can make ice for them. To save
people, I can freeze villains because then they’d be
stuck in ice. Like if they were to jump and attack,
they’d just be (puts hands out like using the force in
Star Wars) frozen like that! I just like the lightning so
that’s why I have that power.

Juliet

My powers are to make every bad guy froze.
The stripes are to keep the cape together.
The pom poms have gumball powers. The
gumball powers when it shoots gumballs it builds
a home and a school for all the kids.
The caps give badges to every super hero
Did you earn badges – YES, I gave every super
hero notes. The notes say you can be a super
hero person or whatever you like.
The brown cape to keep the pom poms and
gumballs and badges safe.

Kiki – Jo Jo Rainbow Form and Super Kiki
This is my cape! So, the net is for orange and its
rainbow power is to make orange paper and
oranges for people, for everyone. The oranges
make people grow – they’re healthy! The paper is
for people to draw on if they need orange paper.
The green parts are for melon rainbow power.
The melon helps by making knee bandages that
are green. If they get hurt or if they need knee
power. They say, “SUPER KIKI!” and it gives knee
power. The whole thing is like “Jo Jo Rainbow
Form” and all the pieces, every part of the
rainbow, and the buttons and the pom poms and
beads, make it so the friends can see the rainbow
even if its cloudy! The pink big long ribbon is like a
lasso that catches villains that try to steal the stuff
from people’s houses that are under the sky
rainbows. The purple is the clouds that become
purple and they help make shade to protect
people’s vision. The end of Super Kiki!

Lucius – Mr. Lucius

My cape is about outer space. When I press my
button on my chest it turns me into an astronaut.
His name is Mr. Lucius! My power is space power.
Space powers makes the sun rise up all day – IT’S
SO HOT!! The sun is very, very, very, very, hot! The
big gold is the sun with the golden light shooting
out. The golden light is escaping from the sun! My
job is to rescue the golden light and capture it so
the other planets wont all go falling down
because the sun would be letting it go. The
golden light rays are holding up the planets with
their golden light. With no light, the planets will fall
and the whole solar system will be ruined! The
pom poms are the planets held up by the sun’s
golden light. I capture it and rescue it by
transforming into a lion because they have
golden manes. The planets will think I’m the sun
and they will fall onto my mane and then I can fly
them back up to the sun. I transform into an
EAGLE to fly them back up – a GOLDEN EAGLE –
so that they still think I’m the sun. Now the solar
system is saved by Mr. Lucius! The End.

Molly-The Cape of Mermaids, Nets, Buttons, and
Beautiful Things
How I made the cape is I found cute blue
mermaid paper and silk paper and I got a lot of
buttons. I put some cat yarn and some nets and
some gold things. My superpower is I can turn
into a mermaid and I can shoot buttons out of
my hands. When I kick the water splashes. The
buttons also have glue on them so villains are
slipped up in the glue and buttons so they can’t
escape. The two different sections make different
abilities happen. They both have the water that
how both of my mermaid fins can kick and shoot
water. The side with less buttons makes less glue
come out of my hands. So, to repower the glue, I
have to do arts and crafts and get more glue
and I get more glue power. The other side has
lots of buttons so I never have to recharge it
because there’s lots of buttons.

Rhea – Camouflage Heart
• I had spiky eyes. I have
camouflage powers. I
shooted flowers. It made
bad guys flowery and it
would be nice. The Super
Heroes would take them to
jail and flowers would
come all out.

